
Anchorage, Alaska
995111394

(907) 349-4040
FAX (907) 349-2020

March 8, 2013

Dear Representative Costello,

It was great to have sat and talk to you a few weeks ago in Anchorage; I thank you for your time....

At this time, I want to thank you for sponsoring FIB 158 which authorizes DNR to implement a Guide

Concession Program. The Guide Concession Program is not just good for the guiding industry, but all

Alaska, from the resident hunter to the rural subsistence user, but most of all the long term benefit to

Alaska’s wildlife.

The implantation of the Guide Concession Program will bring hundreds of jobs to Alaska, from the big

cities, to our rural communities and villages which in some case bring the only economic income that

they may have. The industry also provides hundreds jobs each year which include guides, packers, lodge

and camp helpers, pilots, boat captains, cooks, expediters, and taxidermist to name a few...

Putting the Guide Concession Program in place, will also reduce impact on the present state guide use

areas that are currently over crowed. This in turn, will create less impact on Alaska’s resources and

wildlife.

With a stable guide concession program in course, will bring the non-resident hunter to Alaska which in

turn will bring economic benefits to Alaska. Currently 70% of Fish and Game conservation budget is the

result of revenues from the sales of non-resident tags and licenses in the state.

So I am encouraging you to support the Guide Concession Program for the future of the Alaska’s guiding

industry and for the future economic benefits for Alaska.

Any questions, please call my cell 907 229 5060 orveacsaaska.net

Regards,

Samuel T Fejes
Fejes Guide Service Ltd.
Board Member, APHA



Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 5:10 PM
To: Joshua Walton
Subject: FW: Guide Concession Program support

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Representative Mia Costello
House District 20 -- Sand Lake, Jewel Lake, Campbell Lake & Dimond
Alaska State Legislature
State Capitol, Room 501 Juneau, AK 99801
How to Reach Me: O
‘: (907) 465-4968/ 1-800-7734968 : (907) 465

From: clover tiffany {mailto:clovertiffany©yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:17 PM
To: Rep. Mia Costello; Rep. Eric Feige; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Bob Herron; Rep. Charisse Millett
Cc: Rep. David Guttenberg; Rep. Bryce Edgmon; Sen. Lyman Hoffman; Rep. Scott Kawasaki
Subject: Guide Concession Program support

Dear Senators and Representatives,

As a resident of Alaska who enjoys the outdoors and the hunting and fishing opportunities afforded
us in our great state, I am in full support of House Bill 158 and the creation and implementation of a Guide
Concession Program on State of Alaska land administered by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources. I
realize how reducing the overcrowding of guides on State land will benefit all of Alaska. It will enhance the
hunting opportunities for resident and non-resident hunters alike and promote better stewardship of our
lands and resources by those guides that do operate on State lands. The Guide Concession Program will not
adversely affect the rights of resident hunters whatsoever and can only enhance my experience when I am
afield hunting each year as there will be less pressure on the resources.

This program will help to reduce the number of guiding operations in any given area and will
benefit long term wildlife conservation. The guiding industry is one of our oldest industries here in Alaska
and provides great economic benefit to small communities and villages around the state providing hundreds
of good jobs in our communities including guides, pilots, boat captains, packers, cooks, expediters and
taxidermists, etc.. and contributes a lot of financial resources to our local economies. The Guide Concession
Program is crucial to the long term stability and sustainability of the Big Game Guiding industry in the State
of Alaska.

Please lend your full support to House Bill 158 and work towards making the Guide Concession
Program a much needed reality.
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Sincerely,

Clover Tiffany
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:58 PM
To: Joshua Walton
Subject: FW: DNR Guide Consessions Program

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Representative Mia Costello
House District 20 -- Sand Lake, Jewel Lake, Campbell Lake & Dimond
Alaska State Legislature
State Capitol, Room 501 Juneau, AK 99801
How to Reach Me:

(907) 4654968/ 1800-773-4968 I -: (907) 465

From: Dale Myers [mailto:dalecmyers©yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 2:01 PM
To: Rep. Mia Costello
Subject: DNR Guide Consessions Program

Dear Representative Costello,
My name is Dale C. Myers and I am a life-long resident of Bristol Bay and South West Alaska. I am a
commercial fisherman, pilot, guide and subsistence user. I have served on the South West Alaska Regional
Advisory Council (RAC) and am active in other conservation areas. The health of this State’s fish and game are
very important to me. I have seen many changes in this area since I was younger and I am growing worried
that the guided hunting pressure on state lands that is now so common is going to be very harmful to our
game populations and the way of life that so many people out here depend on, both subsistence users and
other guides. That is why I am asking for your full support of the DNR Guide Concessions Program. It is critical
for maintaining a healthy sustainable guiding industry and for ensuring that subsistence users have ample
opportunity to harvest the animals they need.
The DNR program, if it goes through, will go a long way in stopping many of the fly by night outfitters that
abuse the resource and do not have any ethical standards. It will make enforcement easier and efficient. The
DNR program will make sure that only the very best applicants are awarder guide areas and are allowed to
operate. This will lead to better quality of experience for the non-resident guided hunter. Also, by reducing
the number of guides on state lands, the serious guide overcrowding issue on state land will be completely
eliminated. Similar concession programs and special use permits are used on Federal lands (NPS and FWS)
and have worked great, benefiting all user groups and the resource. The same will happen on DNR lands.
In the end, the DNR GCP will ensure that the game populations on our state’s lands which so many people
depend on will be safeguarded and used to the maximum benefit of all user groups. Subsistence users will
have better opportunity. Non-resident guided hunters will have better quality of experience. General
resident hunters will have less competition for the resource. Guides in general will be far better off because
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the quality of experience for the clients will go up and the game populations will be healthier, for now and for
future generations.
If the DNR GCP does not go through then there is a really good chance that the Board of Game will implement
permit draw in order to deal with these serious issues facing state land. No guide wants this. It will ruin
guiding making it impossible to make a living as a guide. Game populations will continue to suffer and all user
groups will continue to lose allocation. Subsistence users will lose out as well. It is extremely important to
keep in mind that this program is lust not for the benefit of guides. I am a subsistence user myself and I know
for a fact that this program will do more to benefit subsistence and other users more than anything else. A
few guides will lose out in the end because the program limits the number of guides in an area, but the great
majority will benefit and most importantly our animals, subsistence users and resident hunters will be better
off.
I appreciate your time and hope you take this matter into consideration.
Sincerely,
Dale C. Myers
P.O. Box 433
King Salmon, Alaska
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:50 PM
To: Joshua Walton
Subject: FW: House bill 158

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Representative Mia Costello
House District 20 -- Sand Lake, Jewel Lake, Campbell Lake & Dimond
Alaska State Legislature
State Capitol, Room 501 Juneau, AK 99801
How to Reach Me:
: (907) 465-4968/ 1-800-773-4968 I -: (907) 465

From: Brian Peterson [mailto: brian.ieterson4att. net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 1:51 PM
To: Rep. Mia Costello; Rep. Eric Feige; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Bob Herron; representative.charrise.miIletakleg.gov
Subject: House bill 158

Representatives,
My name is Brian Peterson and I am a Master Guide and Outfitter in the state of Alaska. I would like to send
my support for house bill 158 to save the guiding profession in the state of Alaska.

I am a full time resident who operates a hunting and fishing lodge on Kodiak Island. The guiding profession has
been under attack by “hobby guides” for the last couple of decades. These guides are part timers, who generally
arrive in an area and operate on top of the well established operators causing conflict and over harvest of
resources. I personally have had four new “hobby guides” start operating on top of me in the last five years. I
have been in the same location the last 29 years with substantial investment in the area.
If the DNR guide concession program is not implemented in the very near future the board of game will greatly

reduce non resident harvest, reducing state income, and guaranteeing the entire industry becomes hobby guides,
hoping to draw a permit for a client on rare occasion.
The industry has over seven years of developing the best option to save the profession. The DNR GCP is what
has come out. While not perfect, it is the only legal option that can save the profession from the hobby guide
industry.

To those who oppose this program, ask if they would prefer drawing permits for all non resident allocation and
how long they have been operating in the same area, Also ask them what investment they have. This program
has been a long time in being developed and is presently the only option that can save the profession.

You will find thse who are opposed to this are generally part of the problem and do not offer a solution.
Thank you for your consideration.
All the best,
Brian Peterson
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Alaskan Master Guide 114
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello

Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:21 PM

To: Joshua Walton

Subject: FW:

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Representative Mia Costello
House District 20 --Sand Lake, Jewel Lake, Campbell Lake & Dimond
Alaska State Legislature
State Capitol, Room 501 Juneau, AK 99801
How to Reach Me: 0
‘a’: (907) 465-4968/ 1-800-773-4968 .-: (907) 465

From: justin moody [mailto:justinlmoody©gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:12 PM
Subject:

Dear Representative,

My name is Justin Moody, I live at Lake Minchumina, and am an Assistant Hunting Guide.
When not guiding I live a subsistance lifestyle, fishing, hunting, and trapping.

As a resident of Alaska who enjoys the outdoors and the
hunting and fishing opportunities afforded us in our great state, I am in
full support of House Bill 158 and the creation and implementation of a
Guide Concession Program on State of Alaska land administered by the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources. A younger guide myself, I realize how
reducing the overcrowding of guides on State land will benefit all of
Alaska. It will enhance the hunting opportunities for resident and
non-resident hunters alike and promote better stewardship of our lands and
resources by those guides that do operate on State lands. The Guide
Concession Program will not adversely affect the rights of resident hunters
whatsoever and can only enhance my experience when I am afield hunting each
year as there will be less pressure on the resources.

This program will help to reduce the number of guiding
operations in any given area and will benefit long term wildlife
conservation. The guiding industry is one of our oldest industries here in
Alaska and provides great economic benefit to small communities and villages
around the state providing hundreds of good jobs in our communities
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including guides, pilots, boat captains, packers, cooks, expediters and
taxidermists, etc.. and contributes a lot of financial resources to our
local economies. The Guide Concession Program is crucial to the long term
stability and sustainability of the Big Game Guiding industry in the State
of Alaska.

Please lend your full support to House Bill 158 and work
towards making the Guide Concession Program a much needed reality.

Sincerely,

Justin Moody
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 1:30 PM
To: Joshua Walton
Subject: FW: DNR Guide Concession Program letter of support

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Regards,

Mary Aparezuk Schiosser
Staff to Rcprcsertativc Mia Costello
: (9Q7 -E 4 100 7/3498i I ,-: (SD7) 4652O4O

From: Horse Phallus [mailto:bcato 42©yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 1:26 PM
To: Rep. Mia Costello
Cc: Rep. Eric Feige; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Bob Herron; Rep. Charisse Millett; Rep. Dan Saddler; Rep. Mike Hawker;
Rep. Craig Johnson; Rep. Kurt Olson; Rep. Paul Seaton; Rep. Peggy Wilson; Rep. Geran Tarr; Rep. Chris Tuck; Rep. Wes
Keller; Rep. Neal Foster; Rep. Gabrielle LeDoux; Rep. Bob Lynn; Rep. Charisse Millett; Rep. Lance Pruitt; Rep. Max
Gruenberg; Rep. Bill Stoltze; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Mark Neuman; Rep. Scott Kawasaki; Rep. Steve Thompson; Rep.
Tammie Wilson; Rep. Les Gara; Rep. David Guttenberg; Sen. Cathy Giessel; Sen. Fred Dyson; Sen. Peter Micciche; Sen.
Click Bishop; Sen. Lesil McGuire; Sen. Anna Fairclough; Sen. Hollis French
Subject: DNR Guide Concession Program letter of support

Dear Representative Costello,

My name is Brian Cato I am a Bristol Bay resident that is asking for your support on the DNR Guide
Concession Program. As a subsistence user, conservationist and guide (AG 7087) I believe this is a positive
and long overdue step forwards in Alaska’s long standing reputation of excellence in wilderness management
and conservation.

The Guide Concession Program not only deals with overharvest of the animals I and so many others rely on to
support our families but also addresses the problems involving overcrowding of guides on state lands. It limits
the number of guides that can operate and restricts them to operations in designated areas according to set
operations plans, much like on Federal Lands where similar systems have proven so effective. This will lead to
better enforcement, increased numbers of quality healthy animals for everyone and provide the ideal wilderness
experience for the hunters coming to Alaska.

If the DNR program is not implemented, we face the high likelihood that many of our hunting opportunities will
be lost, and that permit draw will be implemented in areas that were once open. This will be detrimental to all
users. If the DNR program does go through it will remove the legal and financial problems we face if game
numbers dwindle to the point of having to implement a permit drawing for non-residents or have to eliminate
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non-resident hunting altogether. In addition, this program will pay for itself off of fees collected from
concessionaires.

For me this program is the best solution available for the use of State Lands, minimizing conflict between
subsistence users and guides, increasing quality of experience for our visitors. Most importantly this program
will protect the animals we are charged with safeguarding. As a subsistence user first and guide second, this is
a critical, necessary program. Thank you for your time and consideration. Please support this program with
your vote and the funding necessary to implement it.

With Best Regards,

Brian Cato
Assistant Guide 7087
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 3:53 PM
To: Joshua Walton
Subject: FW: HB 158

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Regards,

Mary Aparezuk Schiosser
Staff to Representative Mia Costello
S: (907) 465-4968/ 1-800-773-4968 (907) 465-2040

Original Message
From: Frank Bishop [mailto:frankabishopawa@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 3:20 PM
To: Rep. Mia Costello
Subject: HB 158

Rep. Mia Costello
I would like to thank you for your support on Hb 158

Frank A. Bishop
Master guide # 191
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 11:40 AM

To: Joshua Walton
Subject: FW: HB 158

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Regards,

Mary Aparezuk Schiosser
Staff to Rcprcscmaiivc Mia Costello
: (907 ‘ I (907) 465-2040

From: Mike Munsey [mailto:mmunseycstarband.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 11:00 AM
To: Rep. Mia Costello
Subject: HB 158

Dear Rep. Costello,

My name is Mike Munsey and I am a Master Guide on Kodiak. I was born and raised in the
guiding industry and my wife, Robin, and I have been running Munsey’s Bear Camp for the past
35 years. I have seen many changes to the hunting and guiding industry in Alaska in my lifetime
and the Guide Concession Program proposed by the DNR is one of those changes that will have a
very positive impact on hunting in general in Alaska. I understand you have co-sponsored the bill
(House Bill 158) and I wanted to thank you for this and to let you know that 1100% support this
bill.

This Guide Concession Program will not only benefit the guides who work in those areas, but also
the resident hunters who hunt there, because it would reduce the number of guides in the area.
Probably the biggest benefactor of this program will be the wildlife and their long term population

health. If a guide knows he will be operating in a particular area for a set amount of time, he will

be more concerned about the long term and will tend to be more conscientious about the
conservation of the animals in that area. The guiding industry in Alaska provides hundreds ofjobs
and economic benefits to the state as well as the local towns and villages, and this program is vital

to the long-term stability of that industry.

I should point out that this program would not effect my business. I operate on a National
Wildlife Refuge and we have had a similar program in effect for over 20 years. It has been a
system that has greatly benefitted the wildlife populations, nonresident hunters, and economy here
on Kodiak, and this state program will do the same for state lands.
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Thank you for your support of this bill.

Mike Munsey
Munsey’s Bear Camp
Kodiak, Alaska

Mike Munsey
Munsey’s Bear Camp
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 11:39 AM

To: Joshua Walton

Subject: FW: HB 158

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read

Flag Status: Flagged

Regards,

Mary Aparezuk Schlosser

Staff to Representative Mia Costello

5: (907) 465-4968/ 1-800-773-4968 •: (907) 465-2040

Original Message
From: Crisenbery Engineering, Inc. [mailto:crisenbery77@gmail.comj

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 10:35 AM

To: Sen. Lyman Hoffman; Rep. David Guttenberg

Cc: Rep. Mia Costello; Rep. Eric Feige; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Bob Herron; and

Representative.Charisse.Millett@akleg.gov

Subject: HB 158

Dear Representative Guttenberg and Senator Hoffman,

I am writing to urge you to support HB158. As a resident hunter and outdoorsman, I fully support the creation of a

Guide Concession Program on state land administered by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources. I feel that there

are many areas of the state in which the game populations receive too much pressure from guided hunts. By

implementing a Guide Concession Program this pressure should be reduced.

I believe that those guides who obtain these concessions will have an incentive to be good stewards of the land and the

natural recourses within their concessions. This can only benefit all Alaskans and visitors to our state who care about

the state and its recourses.

Therefore, I am asking you to lend your full support to House Bill 158 and work towards making the Guide Concession

Program a much needed reality.

Thanks you for your time and consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

Richard Crisenbery
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Crisenbery Engineering,lnc.
3900 University Ave. South
P0 Box 83881
Fairbanks, AK 99708
Phone(907)474-3971
Fax (907) 474-8240
Cell (907)388-3191
e-mail: crisenbery77@gmail.com
web: http://www.crisenberyeng.com
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 2:23 PM
To: Joshua Walton
Subject: FW: Please support House Bill 158

Jmportance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Regards,

Mary Aparezuk Schiosser
Staff to Representative Mia Costello
‘: (907 465-4030. 1-03:3-4063 .3: (907) 465-2040

From: Kurt Whitehead [mailto:kurtjw99cyahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 11:43 AM
To: Rep. Mia Costello; Rep. Eric Feige; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Bob Herron; Rep. Charisse Millett
Subject: Please support House Bill 158

Dear Alaskan Legislator,

I am writing today to urge you to pass House Bill 158.

I am a registered hunting and fishing guide in Southeast Alaska and DO NOT operate on State Lands because it
is such a MESS.
The first year I became a registered guide in 2001, I conducted 3 hunts on State Lands in GMU 19 and saw
what a cutthroat, screwed up, convoluted, air war the hunting had become on these wonderful lands. I even
guided for an operator the year before in an adjacent area and saw how he was forced to operate because of
ALL THE COMPETITION.

This in not what our non-resident and resident hunters need to see or participate in when they hunt in Alaska.
Canada has exclusive guide use areas and the average guided sheep hunt retails at about $20,000. In Alaska, the
same sheep hunt retail at around $10,000 due to the overhunting, crowding and conflicts in the field.

You have the opportunity to fix a very real problem in this state that many guides, non-resident and resident
hunters, board of game members, biologists and concerned citizens have been dealing with for many years and
of which the vast majority support. The ones opposed are very likely the operators on State Lands that are the
problem and would likely disappear or at the least have to win a prospectus.
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This selection process of choosing the top 24 guides to share a guide use area is a good thing. This is how most
of us guides that operate on federal lands are regulated and it promotes and benefits:

-Resident Hunters by reducing the number of Guided operations in any given area
-Long term wildlife conservation
-Members of the Board of Game because they won’t have to deal with the trickle down issues of

overcrowding
-Guides because it introduces much needed long term stability of the Big Game Industry
-Non-resident hunters by having a quality hunt
-Hundreds ofjobs in small communities, including guides, packers, pilots, boat captains, cooks, expeditors,

taxidermists, airlines, etc.

This is the right choice for Wildlife Conservation, Resident Hunters, Non-Resident Hunters, Guides and the
People of Alaska.

I urge you to support House Bill 158.

Sincerely,

Kurt Whitehead

ALASKA GLACIER ADVENTURES
www.AlaskaGlacierAdventures.com
www.AlaskaFishingOutfitter.com
www.AlaskaHuntingFishingReports.com
Alaska Glacier Adventures on Facebook
Kurt(àA1askaGlacierAdventures.coni
Kurt Whitehead
Trina Nation
P.O. Box 388
Klawock, AK 99925
(907) 738-5000 Kurt
(907) 738-5700 Trina
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello

Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 10:58 AM

To: Joshua Walton

Subject: FW: House Bill 158

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Regards,

Mary Aparezuk Schiosser
Staff to Represen rative Mia Costello
‘*9L7 45-F, 1;73-4968 465-2C40

From: Henry D. Tiffany [mailto:henrvdtiffanyiv@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 9:43 AM
To: Rep. Mia Costello; Rep. Eric Feige; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Bob Herron; Rep. Charisse Millett

Cc: Rep. Dan Saddler; Rep. Mike Hawker; Rep. Craig Johnson; Rep. Kurt Olson; Rep. Paul Seaton; Rep. Peggy Wilson;

Rep. Geran Tarr; “Rep..Chris.Tuck@akleg.gov”©mxjnuol.legis.state.ak.us; Rep. Wes Keller; Rep. Neal Foster; Rep.

Gabrielle LeDoux; Rep. Bob Lynn; Rep. Lance Pruitt; Rep. Max Gruenberg; Rep. Bill Stoltze; Rep. Mark Neuman; Rep.

Bryce Edgmon; ‘Rep. Lindsey’; “Rep. Cathv”©mxjnuol.legis.state.ak.us; Rep. Scott Kawasaki; Rep. Steve Thompson;

Rep. Tammie Wilson; Rep. Les Gara; Rep. David Guttenberg; Sen. Cathy Giessel; Sen. Fred Dyson; Sen. Lyman Hoffman;

Sen. Peter Micciche; Sen. Click Bishop; Sen. Lesil McGuire; Sen. Anna Fairclough; Sen. Hollis French

Subject: House Bill 158

Dear Representatives Costello, Feige, Austerman, Herron and Millet,

I would like to sincerely thank you for sponsoring House Bill 158 and for lending your support

to the creation and implementation of a Guide Concession Program. As a lifelong resident of Alaska who

enjoys the outdoors and the hunting and fishing opportunities afforded us in our great state, I am in full

support of House Bill 158 and the creation and implementation of a Guide Concession Program on State

of Alaska lands administered by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources. As a resident, and a

hunting guide, I realize how reducing the overcrowding of guides on State land will benefit all of

Alaska. It will enhance the hunting opportunities for resident and non-resident hunters alike and

promote better stewardship of our lands and resources by those guides that do operate on State

lands. The Guide Concession Program will not adversely affect the rights of resident hunters whatsoever

and can only enhance my experience when I am afield hunting each year as there will be less pressure on

the resources.
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This program will help to reduce the number of guiding operations in any given area and will
benefit long term wildlife conservation. The guiding industry is one of our oldest industries here in
Alaska and provides great economic benefit to small communities and villages around the state providing
hundreds of good jobs in our communities including guides, pilots, boat captains, packers, cooks,
expediters and taxidermists, etc.. and contributes great financial resources to our local economies and is
the way of life for many Alaskans and their families. The Guide Concession Program is crucial to the
long term stability and sustainability of the Big Game Guiding industry in the State of Alaska and I
firmly believe will, in the long term, be of great benefit to all Alaskans and our wildlife resources and
lands.

Please continue to lend your full support to House Bill 158 and work towards making the Guide
Concession Program a much needed reality and thank you again for taking the initiative and
responsibility to sponsor this crucial bill and I look forward to its passage.

Sincerely,

Henry D. Tiffany IV
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello

Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 10:50 AM

To: Joshua Walton

Subject: FW: B111158

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Regards,

Mary Aparczuk Schiosser

Staff to Representative Mia Costello
(91)7) 41)5.95: .4cp.• 907) 465-2040

Froni: Sofoulls [mailto:sofoullsrjtialaska.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 10:44 AM
To: Rep. Mia Costello
Subject: B11l158

Thank you for Co sponsoring Bill 158 This bill Benefits resident hunters and the guiding industry both. And

promotes good wildlife conservation By reducing the number of guides in the field over the long term. thanks

again and thank you for your hard work and dedication. Mike sofoulis registered guide # 811 phone # 209-0068
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Joshua Walton

From: Rep. Mia Costello
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 10:50 AM
To: Joshua Walton
Subject: FW: DNR Guide Concessions Program
Attachments: DNR Guide Concession Program - Joey Klutsch.docx

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Read
Flag Status: Flagged

Regards,

Mars’ Aparezuk Schlosser
Staff to Represezi tative Mm Costello
: (907) 465-6968 1-900-714 (907) 465-2040

From: Joey Klutsch [mailto:joeyklutsch©gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 10:03 AM
To: Rep. Mia Costello
Cc: Rep. Eric Feige; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Bob Herron; Rep. Charisse Millett; Rep. Dan Saddler; Rep. Mike Hawker;
Rep. Craig Johnson; Rep. Kurt Olson; Rep. Paul Seaton; Rep. Peggy Wilson; Rep. Geran Tarr;
ReD. .Chris.Tuck©akleg.gov; Rep. Wes Keller; Rep. Neal Foster; Rep. Gabrielle LeDoux; Rep. Bob Lynn; Rep. Charisse
Millett; Rep. Lance Pruitt; Rep. Max Gruenberg; Rep. Bill Stoltze; Rep. Alan Austerman; Rep. Mark Neuman; Rep. Scott
Kawasaki; Rep. Steve Thompson; Rep. Tammie Wilson; Rep. Les Gara; Rep. David Guttenberg; Sen. Cathy Giessel; Sen.
Fred Dyson; Sen. Peter Micciche; Sen. Click Bishop; Sen. Lesil McGuire; Sen. Anna Fairclough; Sen. Hollis French
Subject: DNR Guide Concessions Program

Please see attached document.

Respectfully,

Joey Klutsch
Registered Guide
Katmai Guide Service

P0 Box 222
King Salmon, AK 99613
(907) 439-3030
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